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Background:Cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases aremajor global health
problems, and the main cause is atherosclerosis. Recently, molecular imaging has
been widely employed in the diagnosis and therapeutic applications of a variety of
diseases, including atherosclerosis. Substantive facts have announced that
molecular imaging has broad prospects in the early diagnosis and targeted
treatment of atherosclerosis.

Objective: We conducted a scientometric analysis of the scientific publications
over the past 23 years on molecular imaging research in atherosclerosis, so as to
identify the key progress, hotspots, and emerging trends.

Methods: Original research and reviews regarding molecular imaging in
atherosclerosis were retrieved from the Web of Science Core Collection
database. Microsoft Excel 2021 was used to analyze the main findings.
CiteSpace, VOSviewer, and a scientometric online platform were used to
perform visualization analysis of the co-citation of journals and references, co-
occurrence of keywords, and collaboration between countries/regions,
institutions, and authors.

Results: A total of 1755 publications were finally included, which were published
by 795 authors in 443 institutions from 59 countries/regions. The United States
was the top country in terms of the number and centrality of publications in this
domain, with 810 papers and a centrality of 0.38, and Harvard University published
the largest number of articles (182). Fayad, ZA was the most productive author,
with 73 papers, while LIBBY P had the most co-citations (493). CIRCULATION was
the top co-cited journal with a frequency of 1,411, followed by ARTERIOSCL
THROM VAS (1,128). The co-citation references analysis identified eight clusters
with a well-structured network (Q = 0.6439) and highly convincing clustering (S =
0.8865). All the studies calculated by keyword co-occurrence were divided into
five clusters: “nanoparticle,” “magnetic resonance imaging,” “inflammation,”
“positron emission tomography,” and “ultrasonography”. Hot topics mainly
focused on cardiovascular disease, contrast media, macrophage, vulnerable
plaque, and microbubbles. Sodium fluoride ⁃PET, targeted drug delivery, OCT,
photoacoustic imaging, ROS, and oxidative stress were identified as the potential
trends.

Conclusion: Molecular imaging research in atherosclerosis has attracted
extensive attention in academia, while the challenges of clinical transformation
faced in this field have been described in this review. The findings of the present
research can inform funding agencies and researchers toward future directions.
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Introduction

Cardio-cerebrovascular and peripheral vascular diseases as the
leading causes of death and substantial loss of health have remained
a major global health concern (Mensah et al., 2019; Roth et al., 2020;
Vaduganathan et al., 2022), and atherosclerosis (AS) is the main
pathological basis contributing to such diseases (Al Rifai et al., 2022;
Mohanta et al., 2022). AS is a chronic inflammatory disease that
starts in childhood and involves the blood vessel walls of multiple
systems (Schipper and de Ferranti, 2022). Moreover, AS is insidious
for a long period until the plaque ruptures and thrombosis forms,
which leads to heart attack, and stroke (Borne et al., 2017; Lv et al.,
2022). Although imaging detections of cardio-cerebrovascular
diseases (Wiegers et al., 2020; Williams et al., 2022) have been
increasingly developed, the conventional imaging methods focused
on displaying anatomy and structure; for instance, ultrasound
research to assess the intima-media thickness (IMT) of the
common carotid and plaque size and computed tomography
(CT) evaluation of coronary artery calcification (Colantonio
et al., 2018), cannot provide information on the underlying
pathophysiological processes related to the early stage and
complications of AS. How to effectively use non-invasive
diagnostic procedures to monitor the occurrence and progression
of AS has become an urgent problem.

Molecular imaging was first proposed in 1999 by Professor
Weissleder from Harvard University at the International Imaging
Conference held in Mississippi. Just as the name implies, molecular
imaging can reflect changes at the molecular and subcellular level in
vivo and conduct qualitative and quantitative research on biological
behaviors (Duan et al., 2022), which has been widely employed in
the diagnosis and therapeutic applications of a variety of diseases
(Hughes et al., 2022; Miao et al., 2022), including atherosclerosis.
Characteristics of vulnerable plaque, such as angiogenesis,
inflammation, necrotic core, intraplaque hemorrhage, thin fibrous
cap, and microcalcification can be assayed (Bala and Cosyns, 2014;
Dweck et al., 2016).

With the rapid development of nanotechnology, bioengineering,
genomics, and medical imaging, large numbers of publications
(Douma et al., 2009; Ahmed et al., 2020; Shentu et al., 2021)
have announced that molecular imaging has broad prospects in
the precise diagnosis and treatment of atherosclerosis. However, as
far as we know, there are few research works on scientometric
analysis regarding this quickly developing field.

Scientometrics is an application-oriented discipline that
describes the process of scientific development, reveals the
internal mechanism of scientific evolution, and predicts the trend
of scientific development. It takes quantitative analysis as the main
way to reflect the scientific activities of a certain domain (Lackner
et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2022). Meanwhile, there have been several
kinds of software developed to help scholars manage data mining
and knowledge mapping such as CiteSpace (Fan et al., 2020),
VOSviewer (van Eck and Waltman, 2010), HistCite (Li et al.,
2022a), and so on. Among them, the former two are the most
widely used in clinical medical fields such as respiratory diseases
(Yang et al., 2022b), cardiovascular diseases (Chen et al., 2020), and

nanomedical fields (Zhu et al., 2020; Cheng et al., 2022; Zhao et al.,
2022).

In this study, we conducted a scientometric analysis based on
state-of-the-art methods with the aim to evaluate how molecular
imaging research in AS has evolved from 2000 to 2022 in terms of
hotspots and emerging trends. We then describe the challenges of
clinical transformation faced in this field, which may provide a
macroscopic view for new researchers and also be beneficial for
funding agencies to grasp future research hot issues.

Methods

Data source and acquisition

The Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE) was selected as the
data source. Created as SCI in 1964 and as one of the most core
databases in the Web of Science Core Collection (WOSCC), SCIE is
the world’s most influential index database of multi-disciplinary
academic literature abstracts, which now indexes over 9,500 of the
most impactful journals across 182 scientific disciplines. More than
61million records date back from 1900 to the present (Last Updated:
30March 2023), and it has been recognized as the most authoritative
literature retrieval tool by the global academia in science and
technology.

In order to avoid database update deviation, two researchers of
our team searched the literature on molecular imaging in AS
simultaneously and completed the retrieval on a single day
(24 March 2023). Search session Queries: #1: ((((((((TS =
(Atherosclero*)) OR TS = (Atherogen*)) OR TS =
(Arteriosclero*)) OR TS = (Atheroma*)) OR TS = (Atherosis))
OR TS = (Scleratheroma)) OR TS = (Fibroatheroma)) OR TS =
(“Arterial Fatty Streak*”)) OR TS = (“Arterial lipoidosis”) Timespan:
01-01-2000 to 31-12-2022; #2: (((((((((((((TS = (“Molecul*
imaging”)) OR TS = (*target* contrast media)) OR TS = (*target*
contrast agent*)) OR TS = (*target* contrast Material*)) OR TS =
(*target* imaging probe*)) OR TS = (Nanoagent* imaging)) OR
TS = (Nanoprobe* imaging)) OR TS = (Nanoparticle* imaging)) OR
TS = (Nanomaterial* imaging)) OR TS = (Nanomedic* imaging))
OR TS = (Nanobubble* target* imaging)) OR TS = (Microbubble*
target* imaging)) OR TS = (Nanodroplet* target* imaging))
Timespan: 01-01-2000 to 31-12-2022; Then search: #1 AND
#2 and English (Languages) and Article or Review Article
(Document Types) and Proceeding Paper or Early Access or
Book Chapters (Exclude—Document Types). Subsequently, full
records and cited references of the literature were exported and
stored in plain text format. A detailed study strategy is shown in
Figure 1.

Data analysis and visualization

The data given in the aforementioned were analyzed
independently by two researchers in order to guarantee accuracy
and repeatability.
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An online scientometric platform (http://bibliometric.com/)
that won the third prize in the 2013 National Science Library of
the Chinese Academy of Sciences’ Scientific Research Education
Open Information Innovation Application Contest’ was applied to
visualize the collaboration and publication analyses of countries/
regions.

CiteSpace (Version 6.2.R2 Basic, downloaded from https://
citespace.podia.com, last updated on 26 March 2023) is a popular
citation visualization software (Synnestvedt et al., 2005; Novo et al.,
2013; Shen et al., 2022) which was developed based on Java by
Professor Chaomei Chen from the School of Information Science
and Technology of Drexel University and WISE Laboratory of
Dalian University of Technology, and we know that CiteSpace
does a good job in literature timeline analysis and keywords
burst. In this study, it was used to perform different kinds of
visualization analysis, including co-authorship of nations, authors
and organizations, co-citation of authors, papers, and journals, in
addition to references timeline analysis and keywords burst, with the
purpose of revealing the knowledge structure and acquiring insights
into the application of molecular imaging research in AS based on
massive data. Of note, when it came to the clustering function, the
scores of Modularity Q andMean Silhouette had a significant impact
on the overall network. When Q >0.3, it reveals a well-structured
network. When S >0.5, it indicates that the cluster is logical, and
when S is more than 0.7, it shows that the cluster is effective and
credible (Schneider, 2004). Centrality was a parameter that was used
to measure the bridging role of nodes in the overall network. If
centrality >0.1 represents high betweenness centrality of the nodes,
the so-called critical nodes are depicted in purple rings in
bibliometric maps.

VOSviewer (version 1.6.18) is another widespread scientific
knowledge mapping software designed by van Eck and Waltman

from Leiden University (van Eck and Waltman, 2010), with
advantages of easy operation and quick running, as well as better
clustering analysis and visualizing the bibliometric network (van Eck
and Waltman, 2017; Yang et al., 2022a; Vittori et al., 2022). In the
current research, it was adopted to conduct co-authorship of
organizations and co-occurrence of author-keyword analyses.

Microsoft Excel 2021 was employed to analyze descriptive
statistics containing the most productive or top-cited authors,
institutions, papers, and journals. In addition, the 2021 journal
impact factor (IF), Journal Citation Reports (JCR), and H-index
were gotten from WOSCC. H-index was a citation index of famous
papers proposed by JohnHirsch, which is commonly used nowadays
to estimate scientists’ academic achievements (Ioannidis et al.,
2019).

Results

Trends of overall publications and citations

From 2000 to 2022, a total of 1755 publications were finally
included, containing 1,310 articles and 445 reviews (Figure 1). It can
be seen from Figure 2 that the global trend of molecular imaging
research in AS can be divided into two stages: 1) 2000 to 2010 was a
rapid growth period, and the publications had been increasing
explosively from 8 (2000) to 108 (2010). 2) From 2011 to 2022,
molecular imaging research in AS underwent a stable development
period accompanied by some fluctuations. Remarkably, the annual
outputs stayed on a high level, with an average of 107 articles per
year, and the number of publications in this period accounted for
73.3% (1,287/1,755) of the total publications. Furthermore, all the
scientific literature had been highly cited, with a total cited frequency

FIGURE 1
Flowchart of the study strategy.
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of 77,233 times, and with an average of 44 times for each paper.
Citations represented a similar overall developing trend.

Analysis of co-authorship network of
countries/regions

Related articles published in this field were from 59 countries/
regions. As shown in Figures 3A, B, the United States was leading the
research on molecular imaging research in AS and had collaborated
closely with Germany, Netherlands, and China. Table 1 shows that the
top five productive countries include the United States (810), China
(283), Germany (227), Netherlands (151), and England (130),
accounting for 91.2% (1,601/1755) of the total publications. Among
them, China started research in this field later than others
chronologically from 2004 (Table 1) but had publications burst in
recent years marked by the outermost red thick ring of the node
(Figure 3B). The countries/regions colored with purple in Figure 3B like
the United States, France, Spain, China, and England took bridging
roles in this field, with a centrality of 0.38, 0.25, 0.13, 0.12, and 0.11,
respectively (Table 1). However, the collaborative relationship between
other countries was relatively weak. Figure 3C shows the annual outputs
of the top 10 contributing countries over the past 23 years.

Analysis of co-authorship network of
institutions

A total of 443 institutions have been involved in the research on
molecular imaging in AS. The top five contributing institutions are
summarized in Table 2, of which four were in the United States,
Harvard University, Massachusetts General Hospital, Icahn School
of Medicine at Mount Sinai, and the University of California System,

with a total of 182, 141, 98, and 84 articles, respectively. UDICE-
French Research Universities ranked fourth with 85 publications.
Furthermore, according to the betweenness centrality ranking, the
University of California System was top on the list with 0.20.

Publications from 2000 to 2022 were analyzed with a time slice of
1 year by Citespace, and the top 50 items cited or occurringmostly were
selected from each slice. The appearance of two authors’ institutions in
the same article is considered one collaboration. Nodes in Figures 4A, B
represent institutes, and the co-authorship frequency of institutes
corresponds to the size of each node. In Figure 4A, the purple rings
indicate the five institutes that were pivotal in this research area.
Figure 4B generated by VOSviewer shows the 218 institutions with
more than five published papers, among which Harvard University was
situated in a central position, and the overall network was relatively
loose, which is similar to the Citespace mapping (Density = 0.0229),
showing that most institutions out of the United States were scattered
and lacked cooperation.

Analysis of co-authors and co-cited authors

A total of 795 authors and 1,020 co-cited authors had
participated in the field. The top five most prolific authors and
the top five co-cited authors are shown in Table 3. Fayad, ZA ranked
first on the co-authors’ list, with 73 articles, followed by Weissleder
R, with 51 articles. Whereas all the other authors had a low
betweenness centrality (<0.10), which is none of the nodes
depicted in the purple ring in Figure 5A. When it came to the
co-cited authors’ network map (Figure 5B), Weissleder R was the
unique writer with high centrality (0.14) and a citation frequency of
274, showing that his contribution had a significant influence in this
domain. Although LIBBY P had the most citations (493), his
centrality was oppositely low. The density of the two networks

FIGURE 2
Trends of overall publications and citations on molecular imaging research in AS from 2000 to 2022.
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mentioned above was 0.0102 and 0.0337, respectively, which means
the scarcity of cooperation between authors.

Analysis of the higher-impact journals

Citespace found 785 co-cited journals in this field in the past
23 years. Twelve journals had more than 600 citations. Table 4
shows that Circulation was the most co-cited journal (1,411),
followed by Arteriosclerosis Thrombosis and Vascular Biology
(1,128), Journal of the American College of Cardiology (JACC)
(981), Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the
United States (PNAS) (831), and Circulation Research (811).
Circulation had the highest IF (39.918), followed by JACC

(27.203), while PNAS had the highest H-index (699).
Furthermore, all the top five co-cited journals were in the
United States and located in Q1 in accordance with the
2021 Journal Citation Report (JCR).

Figure 6 demonstrates the relationship between citing and cited
journals by a dualmap overlap of journals onmolecular imaging research
in AS performedwith Citespace. It was clear that there weremainly seven
citation paths: 1) Physics, Materials, Chemistry—Chemistry, Materials,
and Physics; 2) Physics, Materials, Chemistry—Molecular, Biology, and
Genetics; 3)Molecular, Biology and Immunology—Chemistry,Materials,
and Physics; 4) Molecular, Biology and Immunology—Molecular,
Biology, and Genetics; 5) Molecular, Biology and
Immunology—Health, Nursing, and Medicine; 6) Medicine, Medical,
Clinical—Molecular, Biology, and Genetics; 7) Medicine, Medical,

FIGURE 3
(A) The network of collaborating countries generated from an online bibliometric platform. The thickness of the line between countries reflects the
strength of the cooperation relationship. (B) The network of collaborating countries/regions generated by Citespace. Highly central nodes are the
outermost purple ring. Countries presenting the highest centrality are at the center of the network, which is considered the pivotal point in the research
field. The thickness of the outermost red ring indicates the burst level. (C) The trend of the annual publications in the top 10 countries/regions from
2000 to 2022.
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Clinical—Health, Nursing, and Medicine. The citing papers mainly
concentrated journals in three fields: 1) Molecular, Biology, and
Immunology; 2) Medicine, Medical, and Clinical; 3) Physics,
Materials, and Chemistry. Yet the cited papers primarily originated
from the journals of 1) Molecular, Biology, and Genetics; 2) Health,
Nursing, and Medicine; 3) Chemistry, Materials, and Physics.

Analysis of keyword co-occurrence and
burst

There were a total of 2,767 author keywords after merging
synonyms and removing irrelevant words in the present research,

and 64 keywords with a frequency of at least 10 times are shown in
Figures 7A, B. Among these, the top 10 keywords of molecular
imaging research in AS according to occurring frequency are listed
in Table 5. Nanoparticle, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and
inflammation were the top three, with 277, 275, and
218 appearances, respectively, and some of the remainder were
concerning imaging approaches and materials such as positron
emission tomography (PET), ultrasonography (US), and contrast
media. Others were related to relevant diseases and their
pathophysiologies such as cardiovascular disease (CVD),
vulnerable plaque, macrophage, and thrombosis.

Figure 7A demonstrates that all the research could be clustered
into five clusters via co-occurrence analysis of keywords: 1) Cluster
in green (nanoparticle-related studies), 2) Cluster in yellowish green
(MRI-related studies), 3) Cluster in red (Inflammation -related
studies), 4) Cluster in blue (PET-related studies), and 5) Cluster
in purple (US-related studies). The second largest nodes in each
cluster that represents the primary keywords were cardiovascular
disease, contrast media, macrophage, vulnerable plaque, and
microbubble, respectively, suggesting the hotspots each cluster
focused on so far. The overlay map of keywords’ co-occurrence
indicates the evolution of keywords over time. The nodes in yellow
and green represent the keywords appearing chronologically later
than those in blue and purple. As shown in Figure 7B, sodium
fluoride ⁃PET, photoacoustic imaging (PAI), reactive oxygen species
(ROS), optical coherence tomography (OCT), CVD, targeted drug
delivery, and therapy colored with yellow were identified as the
emerging trends in the coming years.

Moreover, we carried out keyword burst detection based on
Citespace by determining keywords increasing suddenly in
frequency in a short time, which can also reflect the study
hotspots over time and forecast the emerging trends. It can be
seen in Figure 7C that the research trends in the past 23 years had
evolved from “high resolution” (2002) and “contrast media” (2003)
to “18F-FDG PET” (2020), “CVD” (2022), “OCT” (2022), and
“therapy” (2022), similar to the results of the overlay map of

TABLE 1 Top five countries/regions that contributed to publications on
molecular imaging research in AS.

Sorting by Rank Country Count Centrality Year

Frequency

1 United States 810 0.38 2000

2 Peoples R China 283 0.12 2004

3 Germany 227 0.10 2000

4 Netherlands 151 0.07 2001

5 England 130 0.11 2000

Centrality

1 United States 810 0.38 2000

2 France 117 0.25 2000

3 Spain 50 0.13 2005

4 Peoples R China 283 0.12 2004

5 England 130 0.11 2000

TABLE 2 Top five institutions that contributed to publications on molecular imaging research in AS.

Sorting by Rank Institutions Country Frequency Centrality

Frequency

1 Harvard University United States 182 0.16

2 Massachusetts General Hospital United States 141 0.10

3 Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai United States of America 98 0.09

4 UDICE-French Research Universities France 85 0.10

5 The University of California System United States of America 84 0.20

Centrality

1 The University of California System United States 84 0.20

2 Chinese Academy of Sciences China 40 0.19

3 Harvard University United States 182 0.16

4 The University of Texas System United States of America 54 0.16

5 Massachusetts General Hospital United States 141 0.10

Year: the earliest year of publication on molecular imaging research in AS of the institution.
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keywords co-occurrence analysis. In addition, the keyword with the
strongest strength of citation bursts was “ultrasmall
superparamagnetic particle” (12.64) in 2005. The keyword with
the longest bursting duration was “high resolution”, up to
10 years, which implied that these topics had received the longest
attention.

Analysis of co-citation reference and
reference burst

Table 6 shows a list of the top five most co-cited papers, all of
which were published from 2005 to 2008 and had more than
50 citations, with two published in Circulation. Especially, the
top one with a citation frequency of 81 was titled “Non-invasive
vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 imaging identifies inflammatory
activation of cells in atherosclerosis” published in 2006 (Nahrendorf

et al., 2006). This article demonstrated that a novel VCAM-1-
targeted agent that combined with MRI could non-invasively
detect inflammation in subclinical atherosclerosis.

References with citation bursts indicate research interest with
abrupt increments in the field. The strength of the citation burst is
used to estimate the innovation of the study outcomes. The top
25 papers with the strongest cation bursts are illustrated in
Figure 8A. The explosion of citations in this domain began in
2002, and the highest-ranked research with a burst strength of
26.54 was published in Circulation by Winter PM (Winter et al.,
2003), which used alpha(v)beta3-Integrin-targeted, paramagnetic
nanoparticles to detect the neovasculature of abdominal aorta
plaques and proved that molecular imaging might offer a method
for defining the burden and evolution of atherosclerosis as well as
the response to therapies. From then on, non-invasive detection,
iron oxide nanoparticles, gold nanoparticles, therapy, cardiovascular
disease, risk factors, and sodium fluoride ⁃PET had attracted more

FIGURE 4
(A) The network of collaborating institutions performed with CiteSpace. (B) The network of collaborating institutions created with VOSviewer. The
size of the node is proportional to the count of an institution’s publications, and links between nodes represent the intensity of collaborations.

TABLE 3 Top five productive authors and most co-cited authors on molecular imaging research in AS.

Rank Author Count Centrality Co-cited authors Count Centrality

1 Fayad, Zahi A. 73 0.08 Libby P. 493 0.05

2 Weissleder, Ralph 51 0.01 Nahrendorf M. 338 0.08

3 Mulder, Willem J. M. 48 0.02 Jaffer FA 301 0.07

4 Jaffer, Farouc A. 47 0.02 Weissleder R. 274 0.14

5 Nahrendorf, Matthias 34 0.03 Winter PM 233 0.08
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attention from academia, which might be the potential Frontier in
the future, resembling the outcomes of keywords burst detection.

As shown in Figure 8B, the co-citation references analysis
identified eight clusters with a good homogeneity network (Q =
0.6439) and highly convincing clustering (S = 0.8865), which were

labeled with title words. The largest cluster (#0) had 225 members
and a silhouette value of 0.887, which was labeled as _atherosclerosis
thrombosis_ by LLR and atherosclerotic plaque by LSI. The second
largest cluster had 186 members and a silhouette value of 0.928, and
it was labeled as _targeted nanoparticle by LLR and _atherosclerotic

FIGURE 5
(A) The network of co-authors. (B) The network of co-cited authors.
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plaque by LSI. The major citing article titled “Molecular Imaging by
Cardiovascular MR” was written by Cyrus et al. (2007). Figure 8C
illustrates the eight clusters in a timeline visualization, and each one
could reflect the evolution of the molecular imaging sub-domain in
AS over time. The latest hot themes in this field were “therapeutic
delivery part”, “using nanoparticles”, “PET”, and “coronary
inflammation”.

Discussion

With the great progress of nanotechnology and bioengineering,
massive numbers of research continue to explore the world of
molecular imaging in the precise diagnosis and treatment of
various diseases over the past 23 years, encompassing
atherosclerosis. Hence, this current study employed two widely
used bibliometric analysis applications (CiteSpace and
VOSviewer) to analyze the co-authorship of nations, authors, and
organizations, co-citation of authors, papers, and journals in detail
and grasped a comprehensive understanding as well as the hotspots
and frontiers in this field.

Overview of molecular imaging in AS

In 2000, there were only eight papers published in this field
since the concept of Molecular Imaging was first proposed in
1999. However, in 2010, the number of publications surged to
108. From 2011 to 2022, molecular imaging research in AS has
undergone a stable development period accompanied by a
wave-like uplift trend. Moreover, all scientific literature had
been highly cited, which indicates that more investigators are
focused on the domain, and the number of papers is likely to
increase in the coming years.

The United States was the leading country and institution in
terms of the number and centrality of publications in this
domain, and Harvard University published the largest number
of articles. The University of California System was top on the list
of betweenness centrality with 0.20. Moreover, the number of
publications from the United States occupied nearly half of the
total papers, 810 papers, far more than other countries.
Remarkably, though China engaged late in this field from
2004, papers issued by China had a burst in the last 3 years,
indicating that more and more researchers in China participate in

TABLE 4 Top five co-cited journals of molecular imaging research in AS in terms of frequency.

Rank Journal title Country Frequency JCR (2021) IF (2021) H-index

1 CIRCULATION United States 1,411 Q1 39.918 570

2 ARTERIOSCL THROM VAS United States 1,128 Q1 10.514 251

3 J AM COLL CARDIOL United States 981 Q1 27.203 394

4 P NATL ACAD SCI United States United States 831 Q1 12.779 699

5 CIRC RES United States 811 Q1 23.213 306

FIGURE 6
A dual map overlap of journals on molecular imaging research in AS performed with Citespace.
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molecular imaging research in AS. Moreover, the centrality of
China had reached 0.12, meaning that China began to collaborate
closely with other authoritative countries in this field, especially
the United States, and had published extensive and lucubrate
research, possessing a certain influence in this field. Among the
top five most high-yielding institutions, four were in the
United States, and Harvard University had made the most
outstanding contribution in this field.

The results of the co-authorship analysis showed Fayad, ZA
fromNewYork University as the most productive author and he was
also top on the centrality list, and it is known to all that he is a
physician with a high H-index (125) and devoted to the research on
imaging atherosclerosis. Unfortunately, the centrality of all the
authors was less than 0.1, suggesting that even though lots of
scholars were involved in this area, they were relatively dispersal.
It is worth noting that Fayad, ZA and his team’s current research is
in the development and use of CMR (Calcagno et al., 2023) and fast
computed tomography (CT) to characterize the elements leading to
atherosclerotic plaque rupture (Achenbach et al., 2022; Senders
et al., 2022) and the definition of the components of plaque most
active in initiating thrombosis (Senders et al., 2018). Meanwhile, as
for the co-cited authors’ analysis, LIBBY P from Harvard Medical
School and Brigham and Women’s Hospital ranked first with a
citation frequency of 493, and he is a cardiologist committed to
clinical and basal research focus on the role of inflammation in
vascular diseases such as atherosclerosis, and he has published
large numbers of papers from 1995 up to the present (Libby and
Everett, 2019; Ridker et al., 2021; Stone et al., 2022). Interestingly,
Weissleder R from Harvard University was a unique writer with
high centrality (0.14), and he was the person who first proposed
the concept of “Molecular Imaging” and was named by Thomson
Reuters as one of the “The World’s Most Influential Scientific
Minds”. Furthermore, his research group developed novel
molecular technologies for non-invasive imaging of cellular
function so as to create next-generation diagnostics and
therapeutics in AS (Cremer et al., 2020; Nahrendorf et al.,
2020) and cancers (Dosta et al., 2023). Significantly, all the
most productive and co-cited authors mentioned above were
from the United States. Whereas the network with low density
showed that most scholars in the field were scattered and scholars
from emerging countries should carry on more communication
and cooperation with American scholars.

As is well-known, citation frequency, JCR category, IF, andH-index
are effective indicators for evaluating the quality of journals. It was
found that all the top five co-cited journals with high IF (each greater
than 10) and H-index (each no less than 250) were in the United States

FIGURE 7
(A) The network of keywords co-occurrence conducted by
VOSviewer. (B) Overlay map of keywords co-occurrence. The nodes
in yellow and green represent the keywords appearing chronologically
later than those in blue and purple. (C) Visualization of the top
25 keywords with the strongest citation bursts from 2000 to
2022 generated by CiteSpace.

TABLE 5 Top 10 keywords of molecular imaging research in AS in terms of
frequency.

Rank Keyword Frequency TSL

1 Nanoparticle 277 429

2 Magnetic resonance imaging 275 469

3 Inflammation 218 354

4 Macrophage 143 239

5 Positron emission tomography 130 203

6 Vulnerable plaque 106 148

7 Cardiovascular disease 92 135

8 Ultrasonography 90 143

9 Contrast media 84 157

10 Thrombosis 51 97

TLS: total link strength.
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and located in Q1, which had formed a reliable theoretical basis for this
research field. Among them, Circulation had the most citations,
indicating its important role in this field. It is foreseeable that more
researchers interested in this domain would prefer to submit their
articles in the above influential journals in the future.

Knowledge structure, hotspots, and
emerging trends of molecular imaging in AS

Co-occurrence analysis of keywords clarifies the research hot
topics in the study, and clustering can display the knowledge
structure. Furthermore, overlay view and citations bursts
detection are two of the central methods for tracing the
evolution of science (Yuan et al., 2021). The treatment of
cardio-cerebrovascular diseases caused by AS is a major global
health concern (De Luca et al., 2022), and the application of
molecular imaging will have a profound impact on the early
diagnosis and precise treatment of AS (Lin et al., 2021; Wang
et al., 2021). Figure 7A shows that the research was divided into
five clusters which constructed the knowledge structures in this
field:

(1) Nanoparticle-related studies. As the largest cluster,
nanoparticles which are of top importance in molecular
imaging as contrast agents or/and nanomedicine have been
widely developed for multimodal molecular imaging and
atherosclerosis therapy (Padmanabhan et al., 2016; Atukorale
et al., 2017; Evans et al., 2020), NaF (Singh et al., 2023), and
small peptide targeting ligands (Moccetti et al., 2018) and other
tracers are emerging.

(2) MRI-related studies. MRI combined with nanoprobes as a non-
invasive imaging technique with high spatial resolution and
excellent soft tissue contrast can determine component
information of plaque and identify vulnerable plaques
(Gitsioudis et al., 2017; Rashid et al., 2018; Hajhosseiny et al.,
2019; Park et al., 2022).

(3) Inflammation-related studies. Since atherosclerosis is a chronic
inflammatory disease, vulnerable plaques are also associated
with inflammation; many studies focus on targeting vascular
inflammatory cells to study the effects and mechanisms of
inflammation inhibition or reversal (Liu and Woodard, 2019;
Xie et al., 2020; Sammartino et al., 2023).

(4) PET-related studies. PET is widely used in the study of cardio-
cerebrovascular diseases because of its superior sensitivity, functional
detection, and non-invasive characteristics and provides a new
molecular imaging approach to identify high-risk patients
(Rosenbaum et al., 2012; Kitagawa et al., 2017; Piri et al., 2020).

(5) US-related studies. Ultrasound is the most commonly used
clinical imaging technique that can rapidly measure the size
of arterial plaques, IMT, and even the ulceration of plaque
without radiation. Ultrasound with nanobubble or nanodroplet
contrast agents can greatly improve the potential for early
diagnosis and targeted therapy of AS (Moccetti et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2022; Punjabi et al., 2019; Rykaczewska et al., 2022).

Figure 7A demonstrates that “cardiovascular disease” which is
often caused by coronary atherosclerosis and its detection by PET/CT
(Paydary et al., 2021), PET/MRI (Wurster et al., 2022), and OCT (Liu
et al., 2021; Munoz-Ortiz et al., 2022) has been widely studied.
“Macrophage,” “vulnerable plaque” which refers to plaque that is
unstable and thrombotic-prone, including ruptured plaque, erosive
plaque, and partially calcified nodular lesion (Strauss and Narula,
2017), “microbubble,” and “contrast media” were identified as the
hotspot of each cluster. Moreover, as shown in Figure 7B, “NaF-
PET” as a kind of novel PET (Singh et al., 2023), “ROS” as a key
factor in the formation of atherosclerosis (Xu et al., 2022),
“photoacoustic imaging (PAI)” as a kind of dual-modality imaging
method (Ma et al., 2022), and “targeted drug delivery” as a newly
developed approach of therapy (Boersma et al., 2022) were identified as
the emerging trends in the coming years.

Analysis of co-citation references is a significantmethod tomeasure
themost influential articles in a certain research area n(Gao et al., 2020).
As shown in Table 6, all of the top five articles were published prior to
2010, and themost highly co-cited article was written by NahrendorfM
(Nahrendorf et al., 2006), who developed a novel, second-generation
VCAM-1-targeted agent to enable real-time detection of VCAM-1
expression in experimental atherosclerosis in vivo, so as to non-
invasively detect inflammation in early, subclinical atherosclerosis.
Obviously, with the development of materials science and
biomedical engineering, the exploitation and application of large
amounts of nanoparticles have become an important research field.
Based on nanoparticles, a lot of prospective and extensive research was
conducted. In Figure 8B, studies with similar title words are inclined to
be concentrated in a cluster, indicating that articles about similar topics
are usually cited together.

TABLE 6 Top five co-citation papers of molecular imaging research in AS in terms of frequency.

Rank Cited reference Frequency Centrality Year

1 Nahrendorf M, 2006, CIRCULATION, V114, P1504, DOI 10.1161/
CIRCULATIONAHA.106.646380

81 0.14 2006

2 Amirbekian V, 2007, P NATL ACAD SCI United States, V104, P961, DOI 10.1073/
pnas.0606281104

80 0.11 2007

3 Sanz J, 2008, NATURE, V451, P953, DOI 10.1038/nature06803 70 0.01 2008

4 Nahrendorf M, 2008, CIRCULATION, V117, P379, DOI 10.1161/
CIRCULATIONAHA.107.741181

63 0.10 2008

5 Kelly KA, 2005, CIRC RES, V96, P327, DOI 10.1161/01.RES.0000155722.17881.dd 59 0.04 2005
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Through visualization of the timeline of the co-citation
references clusters (Figure 8C), which reflects the dynamic
changes of the hotspots and research trends of each cluster in

different stages, it could be seen that the earliest research
concentrated on “high-resolution” (Yuan et al., 2002; Blake et al.,
2003), and the latest research hotspots were “therapeutic delivery

FIGURE 8
(A)CiteSpace visualization of the top 25 referenceswith the strongest citation bursts from2000 to 2022. (B)Citespace visualization of cluster view of
co-citation references labeled by subject categories. (C) Citespace visualization of timeline view of co-citation references. The nodes represent co-
citation references, and the lines with different colors between the nodes indicate time evolution.
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part” (Li et al., 2022b), “coronary inflammation” (Song et al., 2021),
and “using nanoparticle” (Tu et al., 2022), indicating that the
research focus has changed from diagnosis to therapy, and the
research topic turned from anatomical structure imaging to
functional molecular imaging of pathological processes.

Challenges of molecular imaging in AS

It can be seen from the above that the research of molecular
imaging in AS has obtained masses of achievements, early diagnosis,
risk predictions, and targeted precise treatment will be the directions
in the future. However, to date, most of the studies are still in the
experimental stage as the lack of standardization of locally-enriched
concentration, physical distribution, drug release, biosafety
assessment, and their conversion to the clinic needs to be verified
by further studies.

Limitations

Although this current research was performed by two bibliometric
applications juxtaposed with one online scientometric platform, which
provided more thorough and objective outcomes, there are still some
limitations. First of all, only the articles and reviews in English from the
SCIE database were included; certain significant research in other
databases such as Google Scholar and Scopus or in other languages
might be neglected. Hence, the integrity of the data is insufficient, and
the report findings may be influenced. Nevertheless, SCIE, as the
world’s most powerful database in the medical field is the most
commonly used database in scientometric analysis, and a great
majority of scientific articles are published in English. Therefore, the
results of this study still have some referential significance. Secondly, in
general, there is a time delay in citations of high-quality papers
published recently. In addition, some keywords and institutions’
names have different expressions, which may have an impact on the
clustering analysis even after our manual inspection procedures. Last
but not least, similar to other bibliometric reports (Brandt et al., 2019),
this study may ignore the abundant semantic information contained in
the sample literature, and the perspective of analyzing the evolution of
this field is relatively single.

Conclusion

Taken together, molecular imaging research in atherosclerosis
has attracted extensive attention in academia. The United States has
always been the research center in this field and the top five high-
yield developed countries collaborated closely in the past 23 years,
and the academic impact of China has been emerging in recent
years; however, the cooperation intensity of developing countries
and communication among authors still need to be enhanced. High-
resolution MR and applications of molecular imaging in cardio-
cerebrovascular diseases have been core research topics throughout
the field. Particularly, 18F-NaF⁃PET, nanoparticle (including
targeted therapeutic delivery part), ROS and oxidative stress,

multimodal imaging, and inflammation of atherosclerosis may be
the potential trends in the coming years though there are still many
challenges in molecular target selection, molecular probe
development, and clinical transformation in this field. Moreover,
these findings of the present research may help funding agencies and
researchers determine future directions.
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